New positivity bounds are derived for quark and gluon generalized parton distributions H and E in spin 1/2 hadrons.
Generalized parton distributions (GPDs) appear in the QCD description of a number of hard exclusive processes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Since our current knowledge about GPDs is rather poor, any additional information deserves attention and from this point of view so called positivity bounds [6, 7, 8] for GPDs are of certain interest.
In this paper the following bound for quark generalized parton distributions H q and E q of spin 1/2 hadrons is derived
(1) Here the notation of X. Ji is used for quark GPDs H q , E q and for their arguments x, ξ, t (see e.g. [9] ), M is the mass of the hadron. The usual (forward) unpolarized quark distributions q(x) are taken at values of x
Inequality (1) is written for the region |ξ| < |x|. The parameter
corresponds to the maximal value of the squared momentum transfer t (t ≤ t 0 ≤ 0). Obviously the bound (1) is stronger than the following inequality derived in ref. [10] 
We also see from inequality (1) that
This inequality agrees with the one derived in ref. [10] up to a typo there [11] .
As noticed in ref. [10] the earlier bound suggested in refs. [7, 8] 
is not justified since in its derivation the E q contribution was overlooked.
The derivation of inequality (1) starts from the positivity condition [7, 8, 10 ]
The lhs contains a superposition of two states obtained by acting with quark fields ψ on a nucleon state |P k , λ with momentum P k and polarization λ; n is a light-cone vector and the coefficients b k λ are arbitrary. Expanding this squared sum and summing over the "good" spin components α of the quark fields we obtain
The summation over repeated indices is implied, ∆ = P 2 − P 1 , and the matrix H q λ ′ λ is taken from ref.
[10]
The inequality (8) (8) in the following form
where σ k are Pauli matrices. Rotating the spinor indices λ of b k λ by an SU (2) transformation one can diagonalize ∆ 1 σ 2 − ∆ 2 σ 1 → |∆ ⊥ |σ 3 so that the inequality takes the form
We see that we have two independent inequalities for b
(12) The positivity of this quadratic form immediately leads us to the constraint
Taking into account that
